
Preface

Pattern recognition has persisted as an active research area for more than
four decades. It is a combination of two basic ideas: real-world data often
occurs in terms of some recurring patterns and computers can be taught to
recognize these patterns automatically. Initially, pattern recognition methods
were built mainly upon data analysis techniques of mathematical statistics,
but over the years those were extended by such related disciplines as artificial
intelligence, machine learning, optimization, data mining, and others. The
diverse application areas of pattern recognition range from image analysis to
character recognition and speech processing.

A sharp increase in the computing power of modern computers, accompa-
nied by a decrease in the data storage costs, has triggered the development
of extremely powerful algorithms that can analyze complex patterns in large
amounts of data within a very short period of time. Consequently, it has
become possible to apply pattern recognition techniques to new tasks char-
acterized by tight real-time requirements (e.g., person identification) and/or
high complexity of raw data (e.g., clustering trajectories of mobile objects).
The main goal of this book is to cover some of the latest application domains
of pattern recognition while presenting novel techniques that have been de-
veloped or customized in those domains. The book is divided into four parts,
which are briefly described below.

Part I presents some of the latest face recognition techniques. In Chap-
ter 1, Bourbakis and Kakumanu describe a Local-Global Graph (LGG) based
method for detecting faces and recognizing facial expressions in real-world out-
door images with varying illumination. Chapter 2 by Jiang and Chen presents
an overview of common facial image processing techniques such as glasses
removal, facial expression synthesis, restoration of damaged or incomplete
images, and caricature generation. A general statistical framework for model-
ing and processing head pose information in 2D images is presented by Okada
and von der Malsburg in Chapter 3.

Part II deals with pattern recognition in spatio-temporal data. In Chapter
4, Abufadel et al. present a 4D spatiotemporal segmentation algorithm for
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fully automatic segmentation of cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) sequences.
Elnekave et al. introduce in Chapter 5 a new similarity measure between
mobile trajectories and then evaluate it by clustering spatio-temporal data.

Several graph-based methods of pattern recognition are covered by Part
III. Thus, in Chapter 6, Bunke et al. introduce hypergraphs as a generaliza-
tion of graphs for object representation in structural pattern recognition. A
novel algorithm for feature-driven emergence of model graphs is presented by
Westphal et al. in Chapter 7.

Finally, Part IV covers some novel applications of pattern recognition tech-
niques. In Chapter 8, a wavelet-based statistical method is used by He et al.
for automated writer identification in Chinese handwritings. The book is con-
cluded by Chapter 9, where Gimel’farb and Zhou apply a Generic Markov–
Gibbs Model for structural analysis and synthesis of stochastic and periodic
image textures.

We believe that the chapters included in our volume will provide a useful
background for researchers and practitioners in pattern recognition and re-
lated areas. Our additional goal is to encourage more applications of pattern
recognition techniques to novel and yet unexplored tasks.

October 2007 Horst Bunke
Abraham Kandel
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Summary. Faces are among the most important classes of objects computers have
to deal with. Consequently, automatic processing and recognition of facial images
have attracted considerable attention in the last decades. In this chapter we focus
on a strict view of facial image processing, i.e. transforming an input facial image
into another and involving no high-level semantic classification like face recognition.
A brief overview of facial image processing techniques is presented. Typical appli-
cations include removal of eyeglasses, facial expression synthesis, red-eye removal,
strabismus simulation, facial weight-change simulation, caricature generation, and
restoration of facial images.

1 Introduction

In communication between people, faces play one of the most important roles.
Faces allow to recognize a person’s identity but moreover they carry rich
information about a person’s emotional state. We are able to sense the smallest
differences in the appearance of a face and easily sense irony, the slightest
disagreements or understanding. Thus, faces serve as an information carrier
in a much more subtle manner than identity or emotions and help us to
adapt our behavior. Not surprisingly, faces have been long a research topic in
psychology.

Automatic processing and interpretation of facial images has attracted
much attention in the last decades. Without doubt the most prominent re-
search topic in this context is face recognition and verification in still images
and videos [8, 26, 30, 65]. A fundamental issue in any face analysis system
is to detect the locations in images where faces are present. A lot of work
has been done on face localization which is often a preprocessing step within
recognition systems [19, 61]. Moreover, many methods have been developed to
detect facial features such as eyes, nose, nostrils, eyebrows, mouth, lips, ears,
etc. [65]. These features can either be used for a direct recognition approach or
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to normalize facial images for holistic recognition approaches like eigenfaces
and Fisherfaces.

In this chapter we will take a strict view of facial image processing only,
i.e. transforming an input facial image into another. Several tasks fall into this
category, including removal of eyeglasses, facial expression synthesis, red-eye
removal, strabismus simulation, facial weight-change simulation, and carica-
ture generation. They are all image processing tasks and only involve very
limited high-level semantic reasoning.

The motivation for these facial image processing tasks is manifold:

• Improvement of facial image quality
A typical representative of this class is red-eye removal.

• Preprocessing for face recognition
One crucial requirement on successful face recognition is robustness to
variations arising from different lighting conditions, poses, scales, or oc-
clusion by other objects. Glasses belong to the most common occluding
objects and have a significant effect on the recognition performance. While
it is possible to identify and use non-occluded local regions only, we may
want to estimate the non-occluded facial image by removing the occluding
objects, e.g. glasses.

• Simulation of effects
Given a facial image, the task is to simulate expressions, strabismus, or to
draw caricatures.

Facial image processing operations can be found as a part of various appli-
cation scenarios. For instance, facial expression synthesis may serve to enrich
face databases for improved recognition performance.

Compared to other images, processing of facial images is particularly del-
icate. We see and interpret many faces everyday and thus are continuously
trained to successfully distinguish between a large number of different faces
from the childhood on. As a consequence, we are very sensitive to small dis-
tortions and changes in the appearance of faces. The so-called Thatcher illu-
sion [53] is an excellent example to illustrate this point, see Figure 1. In this
illusion, the eyes and mouth of a face are inverted. The result looks grotesque
in an upright face. However, when shown inverted, the face looks fairly nor-
mal. Although we do observe some distortions between the two facial images,
the perceptual divergence is much smaller than seen upright. This and other
related observations indicate that our brain tends to perceptually amplify the
quantitatively measurable differences when seeing faces. In fact, it is the won-
derful ability of the human’s visual system in face perception that makes the
automatic facial image processing so difficult.

While considerable survey work has been done in the past for face detection
and face recognition, the goal of this chapter is to give a brief overview of facial
image processing techniques. It is not our intention to provide a thorough
review. Instead, we focus on the tasks mentioned before. For these tasks we
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Fig. 1. Thatcher illusion. A normal face and a manipulated version of Thatcher
(left); the same for Clinton

give a motivation, present the most recent and important methods, summarize
the current state of research, and discuss the directions of future research.

2 Removal of glasses

The first publications concerning glasses in facial images are limited to the
existence decision and position detection of glasses only. Jiang et al. [22] define
six measures for classifying the presence of glasses in a facial image without
suggesting a classifier. Wu et al. [58] go a step further and devise a sophisti-
cated classifier for the existence of glasses based on support vector machines.
For this classifier a recognition performance of 90 percent is reported.

Besides the existence decision similar to [22], Jing and Mariani [24] also ex-
tract the contour of glasses using a deformable model combining edge features
and geometric properties. In [60] the extraction is done by decomposing face
shape using the Delaunay triangulation. A 3D technique is reported in [59].
The authors perform a 3D Hough transform in trinocular stereo facial images
based on the determination of a 3D plane passing through the rims of the
glasses, without any assumption of the facial pose or the shape of glasses.
Certainly, 3D information can make a substantial contribution to glasses lo-
calization. However, we pay a price of multiple cameras and the computational
costs for 3D reconstruction.

The work [46] is among the first ones on the removal of glasses. The fun-
damental assumption is the availability of a set of M glasses-free images.
Implicitly, it is further assumed that these prototype images are normalized
to the same size and properly aligned. Let F0 be the average of all glasses-
free images and F1, F2, . . . , FM−1 the eigenfaces from a principal component
analysis (PCA). In some sense the M −1 eigenfaces span the space of glasses-
free images. Given an input image Ig with glasses, then the corresponding
glasses-free image If is computed by a PCA reconstruction method

If = F0 +
M−1∑

i=1

((Ig − F0) · Fi) · Fi (1)
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It is not untypical that this simple PCA reconstruction cannot remove all
traces of glasses.

The problem is partly caused by the fact that the eigenfaces represent a
space, which the input image Ig does not belong to. This gives rise to some
modeling inaccuracy which remains visible after the reconstruction. An obvi-
ous solution lies in improving the modeling accuracy by using M prototype
images with glasses instead. Denoting the average of these prototypes by G0

and their eigenfaces by G1, G2, . . . , GM−1, an input image Ig can be well rep-
resented by:

Ig = G0 +
M−1∑

i=1

ci · Gi (2)

in the space of facial images with glasses, where ci = (Ig − G0) · Gi holds.
Assume that a set of prototype pairs be available, i.e. there exist one glasses-
free image and one glasses image for the same person in the example set. Then,
we could construct an image If by retaining the coefficients ci and replacing
G0 and Gi in Eq. (4) by F0 and Fi respectively.

The example-based reconstruction method [42] follows this line. However,
the PCA computation is done on M prototype images, each resulting from
a concatenation of a glasses image and a glasses-free image of the same per-
son. The single average image of these images can be decomposed into two
separate average images G0 and F0 again. Similarly, the resulting eigenfaces
can be decomposed into two separate sets of images G = {G∗

1, G
∗
2, . . . , G

∗
M−1}

and F = {F ∗
1 , F ∗

2 , . . . , F ∗
M−1}. Note that while G0 and F0 are identical to

those before, the other images G∗
i and F ∗

i differ from the eigenfaces of glasses
images and glasses-free images, respectively, due to the different ways of PCA
computation. Given an input image Ig, we look for its optimal representa-
tion in the space of facial images with glasses spanned by set G and then
apply the representation coefficients to set F for constructing a glasses-free
image If . In this case, however, the images G∗

i are no more orthogonal to each
other and thus a least square minimization is required to obtain the optimal
representation of Ig in terms of G.

A refined algorithm by using recursive error compensation is presented
in [42]. It is based on the same idea of PCA reconstruction (in terms of
glasses-free prototype images). An iterative scheme is defined, where in each
iteration, the pixel values are adaptively computed as a linear combination of
the input image and the previously reconstructed pixel values.

Some results for the three removal methods (simple PCA reconstruc-
tion [46], example-based reconstruction [42], and recursive error compensa-
tion [42]) are shown in Figure 2. Visually, the error compensation method
seems to produce the best results; the images in Figure 2(d) have no traces of
glasses and look seamless and natural. This impression is also confirmed by
a quantitative error measure. The number on each facial image indicates the
average pixel-wise distance to the corresponding original facial image with-
out glasses. The numbers in the last column represent the mean of pixel-wise
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Fig. 2. Examples of glasses removal: (a) input images with glasses; (b) simple PCA
reconstruction method; (c) example-based reconstruction method; (d) recursive error
compensation; (e) original faces without glasses. (Courtesy of J.-S. Park, c© 2005
IEEE)

distances of a total of 100 test images. The recursive error compensation
method tends to have the smallest error measure.

Another advanced glasses removal technique is presented in [59]. Given an
image Ig with glasses, the glasses-free reconstruction is based on the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) criterion:

I∗f = arg max
If

p(If |Ig) = arg max
If

p(Ig, If )

The joint distribution p(Ig, If ) is estimated by means of a set of aligned pairs
of glasses and glasses-free images of the same person.

An assessment of glasses removal quality depends on applications. For
image editing purpose the only criterion is simply to which degree the recon-
structed image is seamless and natural looking. In the context of face recogni-
tion, however, the same question must be answered in a task-based evaluation
manner. That is, we conduct face recognition experiments using both original
glasses-free and reconstructed glasses-free images. The difference in recogni-
tion rate is the ultimate performance measure for glasses removal. Currently,
very few work has been done following this line; only [42] reports a small-scale
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study. More work is needed to demonstrate the potential of this preprocessing
step in real-world face recognition systems.

3 Facial expression synthesis

Facial expressions play a major role in how people communicate. They serve
as a window to one’s emotional state, make behavior more understandable to
others, and they support verbal communication. A computer that is able to
interact with humans through facial expressions (in addition to other modali-
ties) would greatly advance human-computer interfaces. This ability includes
both understanding of facial expressions and their synthesis. The semantic
analysis of facial expressions is not topic of this chapter and the readers are
referred to [14, 15, 28].

Several algorithmic paradigms for facial expression synthesis can be found
in the literature [28, 43]. One class of methods are variants of the morph-
based approaches [6, 49]. They can only generate expressions between two
given images of the same person and their ability of generating arbitrary
expressions is thus more than limited. If merely one image of a person is
available, these approaches are not applicable at all.

Another popular class of techniques is known as expression mapping
(performance-driven animation) [32, 43]. Its principle is quite simple: Given
an image A of a person’s neutral face and another image A′ of the same per-
son’s face with a desired expression, the movement of facial features from A
to A′ is geometrically performed on a second person’s neutral image B to
produce its facial image B′ with the expression. The major algorithmic steps
are:

• Find the facial features (eyes, eyebrows, mouth, etc.) in A, A′, and B,
either manually or by some automatic method.

• Compute the difference vectors between the feature positions of A and A′.
• Move the features of B along the difference vector of corresponding feature

of A and warp the image to a new one B′ accordingly.

This technique is a geometry-driven feature mapping combined with image
warping. As such, its applicability includes animation of 2D drawings and
images far beyond facial expression synthesis.

The image B′ produced by this expression mapping technique usually looks
reasonable, since the transformation from B to B′ captures all necessary geo-
metric changes that are needed to copy the facial expression as exemplified by
A and A′. However, the algorithm totally ignores the photometric changes and
thus the result image lacks details such as the wrinkles on the forehead. An
attempt of including photometric changes is made in [34]. Assume that all im-
ages A, A′, and B are geometrically aligned. Using the Lambertian reflectance
model, the authors show that the relationship:
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B′(u, v) = B(u, v) · A′(u, v)
A(u, v)

holds for each image position (u, v). It tells us how B′ is photometrically
related to B in a way so that the same geometric changes between A and
A′ are done between B and B′. This relationship can be used to extend the
traditional geometric warping method to the following algorithm:

• Perform traditional geometric warping on images A, A′, and B to compute
an image B′.

• Align A and A′ with B′ through image warping and denote the warped
images by Ã and Ã′, respectively.

• Compute the photometrically corrected final result B∗(u, v) = B′(u, v) ·
Ã′(u,v)

Ã(u,v)
for each pixel (u, v).

The result image B∗ has exactly the same geometry as the initial result B′.
It also respects the photometric changes from A to A′ in addition to the
geometric changes. Among others, it is very effective in generating wrinkles
on the forehead.

In the recent work [63] quite different assumptions are made. The authors
assume that a set of images of the same person is available. If these images
cover enough different facial expressions, then they span in some sense the
space of expressions (of that particular person) and any other expression can
be represented as their convex combination [45]. Let Gi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, denote
the geometry of the i-th example expression image Ii (vector of positions of
feature points). Then, the geometry G of an arbitrary new expression image
is represented as a convex combination:

G =
m∑

i=1

ci · Gi

where the coefficients ci satisfy the condition
m∑

i=1

ci = 1. The optimal coeffi-

cients are determined by solving the optimization problem:

minimize: ||G −
m∑

i=1

ci · Gi||2, subject to:
m∑

i=1

ci = 1, ci ≥ 0

which is a quadratic programming problem. If the m example images them-
selves are Ii, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, then an image I corresponding to the desired
expression geometry G can be composed by:

I =
m∑

i=1

ci · Ii

Since the example images are assumed to be aligned, this step is simply a
pixel-wise color blending. This algorithm can be used for expression editing,
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Fig. 3. Eleven example images of a male person. (Courtesy of Z. Liu, c© 2006 IEEE)

where the geometry of the desired expression is, for instance, constructed using
some editing tool. Figure 3 shows the set of example images. The six expres-
sion editing results in Figure 4 indicate the algorithm’s ability of generating
expression images of a different geometry than any of the example images.
A second application scenario is expression mapping, where another person’s
facial image serves as the source of the geometry G and the algorithm mimics
the expression of that person. In Figure 4 the right column shows image pairs
of a female and a male face. The male faces are synthetic images generated
by taking over the geometry of the female image to synthesize a similar ex-
pression. Interestingly, this technique has been extended in [63] to synthesize
facial expressions of 3D head models.

Facial expression synthesis has attracted many researchers in the last years
[1, 2, 7, 13, 18, 62, 66]. It is expected to have substantial impact on facial image
editing and human-computer interfaces.

4 Eye synthesis

The most important perceptual feature of a face is probably the eye as the
eye appearance plays a central role in human communication. Consequently,
eye synthesis is of interest in several contexts.

Face recognition is confronted by significant natural variations, e.g. light-
ing conditions, image size, etc. Although some factors like image size can be
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Fig. 4. Expression editing: Six synthetic images based on editing the geometry
(left). Expression mapping: The male’s synthetic image is generated by taking over
the geometry of the female (right). (Courtesy of Z. Liu, c© 2006 IEEE)

alleviated by geometric and photometric normalization, the availability of a
collection of training images covering other variations and appearances is of
great help. Since it is hardly possible to capture all possible variations, one
solution lies in their synthesis. In [25] the authors investigated a number of
operators for changing the eye shape such as:

• Pull down or push up of the eyebrow (without any change to eye location)
• Rotation of the entire eyebrow around its middle
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• Pull down or push up of the upper eyelid so that the eye appears less or
more open

• Pull down or push up of the lower eyelid so that the eye appears more or
less open

Although these operations do not produce precise anatomical changes, they
seem to be adequate for appearance-based systems. The synthesized images
artificially enlarge the training set of a face recognition system in order to
represent the entire space of possible variations more completely. In [25] the
authors show that this enrichment indeed improves the recognition perfor-
mance.

Gaze redirection is another important application of eye synthesis. In
video-conferencing and other visual communication scenarios, the participant
watches the display rather than the camera. This turns the gaze direction away
from the conversation partner and impairs the desired eye contact. Several
hardware solutions have been proposed to alleviate the problem. Sellen [48]
places the display/camera unit sufficiently far away from the user, so that
gazing at the screen becomes indistinguishable from gazing at the camera.
A more sophisticated solution is suggested in [40], where the camera is posi-
tioned behind a semi-transparent display. Due to the need of special hardware,
however, this kind of solutions has found limited acceptance so far. The au-
thors of [56] propose to artificially redirect the gaze direction. The eye-white
and the iris are detected in a facial image and replaced by corresponding parts
from a real eye image at desired position.

Synthesizing strabismic face images, each of a different angle, based on a
normal frontal face image is needed for conducting studies in psychosocial and
vocational implications of strabismus and strabismus surgery. Strabismus can
have a negative impact on an individual’s employment opportunity, school
performance, and self-perception. A recent study [11], for instance, indicates
that large-angle horizontal strabismus appeared to be vocationally significant
particularly for female applicants, reducing their ability to obtain employ-
ment. One possibility of synthesizing strabismic face images lies in manual
image editing using standard image processing packages [11]. Alternatively,
one may ask a person to simulate different strabismic angles. Both methods
are tedious and time-consuming, thus not applicable if many face images and
various strabismic angles are needed. The latter approach has an additional
problem that it is hardly possible for a person to precisely simulate a par-
ticular desired angle. The work [23] proposes an algorithm for synthesizing
strabismic face images of an arbitrary angle. It consists of the following main
steps (see Figure 5):

• Detection of the contour of the iris and the reflection point
• Removal of the iris
• Detection of the contour of the eye
• Rotation of the eye, i.e. re-insertion of the iris
• Placement of the reflection point
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. Main steps of strabismus synthesis algorithm: (a) (part of) input image;
(b) detected contour of iris and reflection point; (c) removal of iris; (d) detected
eye contour; (e) rotated eye; (f) embedded reflection point. The final result is given
in (f)

Fig. 6. Results of strabismus simulation. Top: input image. Bottom: 20o and 40o to
the right, 20o and 40o to the left, and strabismus with a vertical angle (from left to
right). Only the right eye of the person is processed

All three contour detection subtasks (iris, reflection point, and eye) are solved
by a dynamic programming technique. The iris removal should be done with
care. Typically, the eyelashes partially interlay with the iris so that a straight-
forward removal and subsequently filling this area by the eye background
would produce unnatural appearance in the eyelash. Instead, one has to fill
the missing background and continue the missing eyelashes in a natural way
simultaneously. In [23] this step is performed by means of an image inpaint-
ing algorithm. Despite of strabismus the reflection point should remain un-
changed. Therefore, as the last operation the detected reflection point is em-
bedded exactly at the same coordinates as in the input image. Accordingly,
the reflection point has to be removed from the source image before it is
re-inserted into the inpainted background without iris. Figure 6 shows some
results of strabismus simulation.

The reversed direction of correction of strabismic face images is of great
interest in plastic surgery applications. This gives the patient an approximate
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post-operation look of strabismus surgery in the pre-operation phase. In fact,
both strabismus simulation and correction are closely related to gaze redi-
rection. The main difference lies in the required image quality. Psychosocial
studies tend to need static pictures of higher quality than typically in com-
munication scenarios.

5 Redeye removal

Redeye is a common problem in consumer photography. When a flash is
needed to illuminate the scene, the ambient illumination is usually low and
a person’s pupils will be dilated. Light from the flash can thus reflect off the
blood vessels in the person’s retina. In this case it appears red in color and
this reddish light is recorded by the camera.

One possible hardware technique to avoid redeye is to increase the distance
between the flash unit and the camera lens. Another popular solution is the use
of pre-exposure flashes. A pre-exposure flash will contract the person’s pupil
and thus reduce the chance that light reflected off the retina will reach the
lens. The drawback of this approach is that people will sometimes close their
eyes by reflex and the substantial need of power; additional flashes further
lower the battery life. In addition the red-eye artifacts are reduced, but not
completely eliminated.

With the advent of digital photography, software solutions become popu-
lar. While several photo editing software packages allow for manual correction
of redeye, they tend to be semiautomatic and do not always give satisfactory
results. Today, there exist several patents for detecting and removing redeyes
(see listings in [38, 47, 51]).

All research work published in the literature has a modular structure of
redeye detection followed by a removal operation. As for redeye detection, the
two papers [16, 17] are based on a face detection. This narrows the search area
for redeye artifacts to facial regions only. In addition the face information can
be used to infer properties like the location and size of possible redeye artifacts.
Within a face region, features such as redness and changes in luminance and
redness are then applied to find redeye parts.

In [55] an active appearance model is trained using a set of typical redeye
subimages. Given an input image, color cues are first used to locate potential
redeye regions. Then, a matching is performed to minimize the difference
between a candidate image part and one synthesized by the appearance model.

Several algorithms do not perform a complete face detection prior to the
redeye detection. Although the prior face detection could provide extremely
useful information it is avoided as it is a challenging task itself [19, 61]. Instead,
the redeye detection is performed by a framework for pattern classification
where image subparts which serve as candidates for redeye artifacts are found
by relatively easy methods. Then, a classifier trained by a set of typical red-
eye subimages throws away many false positives. The references [37, 64] follow
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this line. For instance, red oval regions are found by simple image processing
operations and regarded as redeye candidates [37]. In contrast, [36] trains a
classifier to decide whether a region of fixed size 11×11 is a redeye subimage.
This classifier is applied to image patches of the same size at all possible po-
sitions. To handle different sizes of redeyes, the same operation is also carried
out on scaled versions of the image.

The approach in [51] starts with a skin detection, followed by a morpho-
logical postprocessing of the skin-like regions. Then, the color is converted to
a greylevel image, in which redeye artifacts in skin-like regions are highlighted
as bright spots. Finally, convolutions are done to find pupils of circular shape.

After the detection of redeye parts, the correction can be performed in
many different ways. The simplest solution of correction is to replace the red
value of a pixel in a redeye part by its other color channel values such as the
average of green and blue [51]. The reference [54] discusses a means to correct
redeyes in a perceptually pleasing manner. Figure 7 shows two examples of
redeye removal.

An unconventional hard/software solution is suggested in [38]. For the
same scene two images are acquired, one with flash and one without flash.
This conceptual idea could be implemented on today’s digital cameras since
many of them support “continuous shooting”. If two images of the same scene
are shot within a very short time interval, it can be assumed that no motion
occurred and the images are well aligned. A flash and a non-flash image should
have similar chromatic properties except in the redeye artifacts. This fact
gives the fundamental of redeye detection in [38]. Furthermore, the chromatic
information in the non-flash image is also used to restore the original iris color
for redeye correction.

For the redeye detection part, a quantitative performance evaluation is
straightforward. Some of the publications [16, 36, 37, 55, 64] mention this
kind of performance measures, typically on hundreds of test images, while
others do not. All the experiments were done on the authors’ own images.
Today, there exist still no common public test image databases with a well

Fig. 7. Examples of redeye removal. (Courtesy of S. Jirka and S. Rademacher)
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accepted performance evaluation protocol like in other fields (face recogni-
tion [44], range image segmentation [20], etc.). In contrast, a (quantitative)
evaluation of the redeye correction is much more subtle. Despite of the diffi-
culties, performance evaluation on common data would certainly advance the
research on redeye detection and correction.

6 Restoration of facial images

If some parts of a facial image, for instance the eyes and mouth, are damaged
or missing, then we are faced with the task of facial image reconstruction.
This problem is different from what image inpainting techniques [50] intend
to solve, namely removing large objects and replacing them with visually plau-
sible backgrounds. In contrast, face reconstruction recovers in some sense the
“foreground” object (face) and as such some face modeling work is certainly
needed.

Hwang and Lee [21] present an approach to face reconstruction. Face mod-
eling is done by PCA on a set of prototype facial images so that the face space
is spanned by the computed eigenfaces. A damaged facial image is considered
as a point in a subspace spanned by reduced eigenfaces which only contain the
pixels not damaged in the input image. Its optimal representation in terms
of a linear combination of the reduced eigenfaces can be computed by a least
square method. Then, using the same representation coefficients to linearly
combine the original eigenfaces delivers a reconstructed facial image. In [21]
this fundamental idea is separately applied to reconstruct the geometry and
texture of a face. Afterwards they are fused to synthesize a facial image with-
out damages. The same principle has also been used to enhance the resolution
of facial images [41].

7 Artistic processing of facial images

A caricature is a humorous illustration that exaggerates the basic essence
of a person to create an easily identifiable visual likeness. Artists have the
amazing ability to capture distinguished facial features that make a subject
different from others and to exaggerate these features. The central issue here
is the question which facial features are significant from others and how to
exaggerate.

There is only very few work on caricature generation [10, 27, 31]. In [10]
the authors define a set of 119 nodes based on the MPEG-4 face definition
parameters and face animation parameters to control the geometric shape of
a face. They use 100 pictures of Asian female with manually labeled nodes
to build an average shape. Given a new facial image, the corresponding mesh
representation is computed by a chain of processing steps including locating
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facial features like mouth and iris, and an iterative mesh optimization proce-
dure. This mesh is then compared with the average face representation. Those
nodes far away from the average are selected for exaggeration. The caricature
generation itself is an image warping.

Related to caricature generation is the task of generating a line drawing
from a facial image [9]. A further artistic processing of facial images is au-
tomatic generation of sketches [33, 52], which however has an important real
application in low enforcement. An essential task there is automatic retrieval
of suspects from a face database using a mug-shot only. In [52] facial images
of the database are all transformed into a sketch, which are compared with
the mug-shot. Based on a set of example photo-sketch pairs the photo-to-
sketch transformation is performed by a technique similar to those for glasses
removal using pairs of glasses and glasses-free example images.

8 Facial weight change

The task of weight change is to make a person’s face to look fatter or thin-
ner while maintaining the natural appearance of the face. Potential applica-
tions include beauty industry, security and police work. In [12] the authors
report another use of weight change as a diagnostic tool in medicine. To
diagnose, evaluate and treat eating disorders, especially Anorexia Nervosa,
weight-changed facial images are needed for testing purpose.

The weight change simulator built in [12] is a straightforward image warp-
ing. The user selects thirteen landmarks to specify the shape of the neck and
the cheeks. Their positions after the weight change are defined by a trans-
formation controlled by a factor w. Then, the thin plate spline warping [5] is
applied to transform other image points.

9 Conclusion

In this chapter we have given a brief overview of facial image processing tasks.
The tasks considered include glasses removal, facial expression synthesis, eye
synthesis, redeye removal, restoration of facial images, artistic processing of
facial images, and facial weight change.

In addition to studying the algorithms for particular problems, it should
be emphasized that several techniques we have seen in the last sections are
of general nature and may find applications in other situations. In particular,
the image mapping approach based on a set of pairs of images is despite of its
simplicity powerful enough for challenging tasks like glasses removal [42, 46]
and sketch generation [52].

A few topics are not discussed in this chapter. For instance, simulation of
aging effects [29, 35] (making somebody look younger) is both a fascinating
cosmetic image operation and a helpful tool in forensic medicines and law
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Fig. 8. Redeye effect with dogs. (Courtesy of S. Jirka and S. Rademacher)

enforcement. In the latter case we may need to recognize a person, for which
we only have older pictures in the database showing the person at a younger
age. Handling varying imaging conditions like lighting is essential for robust
image analysis systems. Face relighting [57] intends to re-render a facial image
to arbitrary lighting conditions. Finally, the characteristic of facial images
requires particular consideration in watermarking [39].

The facial image processing tasks considered in this chapter are mostly
restricted to frontal images; the exception is redeye removal. Manipulating
images of faces from arbitrary viewpoints clearly causes increased complexity.
Some work based on 3D face modeling can be found in [3, 4].

Some of the discussed facial image processing operations could be extended
to deal with animals. For instance, photographs of animals have similar effects
as redeye, see Figure 8. Although in this case the artifacts may be green or
blue, an automatic detection and correction still makes sense.

Tasks of facial image processing are mostly very challenging. As discussed
in the introduction section, our brain with his intelligent visual processing
ability in general and the very sensitive perception of faces increases the com-
plexity. Nevertheless some powerful techniques have been developed so far
and further development can be expected to produce powerful tools for fa-
cial image editing, communication, and recognition in a variety of application
scenarios.
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